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Digital Imagery for Peat Detection and Mapping
Why Digital Imagery for Site Investigation?
CGL has developed its digital imagery consultancy provision to offer the visualisation, analysis and interpretation of highresolution satellite imagery and LiDAR data for site investigations. This innovative use of digital data and imagery provides
clients with substantial cost and time-saving solutions. Data sets identify areas of differential settlement and variable
ground conditions across large areas, de-risking routes planned for new pipelines, overhead towers, or other linear
infrastructure projects. This technology, combined with CGL's extensive ground engineering expertise, enables
identification of geological ground hazards that pose risks to linear projects such as compressible soils, exposed or shallow
bedrock, glaciotectonic rafts, buried glacial channels, landslides and other dissolution features within the underlying
geology. Digital imagery mapping of these hazards facilitates targeted intrusive surveys for design purposes, thereby
reducing the cost of time-consuming walkover surveys by minimising the frequency of excavations and boreholes.
Peat Hazard
Peat is a highly compressible geological material and significant geotechnical
hazard. Peat compression can result in runaway failures or 'bog bursts', a
landslide-related hazard that can become highly fluidised with long runouts, posing a greater risk to engineered structures. Understanding the
geological hazards associated with compressible peat is challenging as peat
is geotechnically highly variable, and the mapped extent of peat in the UK is
subject to considerable error due to inconsistencies in its definition. The use
of satellite imagery allows for a more accurate delineation of peatland
distribution, differentiating peat deposits from surrounding clay-rich glacial
Typical peatlands with sparse surface information to
tills, exposed bedrock, or free water bodies such as lochs, river channels and
differentiate the underlying ground conditions
streams.
Sentinel-2 Earth Observation Satellite Imagery
Recent advances in both the ground resolution and availability of satellite earth observation data have enabled new
opportunities for comprehensive ground area condition assessment. The most significant of these is the Sentinel Earth
Observation satellite that systematically acquires optical imagery at high spatial resolutions (10 m to 60 m) over land and
coastal waters and generates multi-spectral data with 13 bands in the visible, near infrared, and short-wave infrared part
of the spectrum. The system has systematic global coverage, revisiting the same ground segment every five days under
the same viewing angles, essential for assessing potential changes in the observed ground conditions.

Typical aerial photo of an upland area with forest, peatlands,
glacial till, drainage channels and open water bodies all present but
difficult to discriminate on the image .
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Greyscale vegetation indices generated from Sentinel 2 multi
spectral data can provide a sharper image of the ground terrain.
These images can be further enhanced via the use of different
colour palettes
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Digital Imagery for Peat Detection and Mapping
Image 1 highlights broad based geological mapping of superficial
deposits from the same area with the processed satellite images for
comparison below.
Satellite Data Image Processing
The Sentinel data acquired allows for image interpretation and
detailed analysis for ground classification and hazard delineation.
This processing includes the generation of false colour infrared
images, band combinations and a variety of thematic indices and
ratios for vegetation and water content discrimination. The
processed images enable classification and useful broad-scale
mapping of ground-surface conditions, differentiating between bare
rock, thick peat, water bodies and other vegetation covers. The data
can feed into route lignment quantitative risk assessments used to
de-risk the choice of a potential alignment together with
complimenting and enhancing desk study or ground investigation
data sets.

Geological Map Image 1

Image 2 shows a colour spectrum view of a vegetation index
differentiating between peatland (blue), glacial tills (green), water
bodies (black), alluvial channels (green), forest (red). Water drainage
channels are also significantly enhanced and delineated.
Spectral and vegetation indices profiles can be generated allowing
for further interpretation and delineation of ground conditions
(image 3). These data can be incorporated into quantitative risk
assessments to support the interpretation of the underlying ground conditions.

Processed Image 2

Image 4 shows 10m pixel level view of the vegetation indices differentiating areas of glacial till (light green) from the peat
(blue). These data are all georeferenced and can placed onto a map base and used for further targeted ground
investigation and route access planning.

Processed Image 4

Processed Image 3
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